Today's large-scale scientific applications generate tremendous amount of data. Those data intensive applications usually make use of scratch volumes, which are limited in size, to store output data temporarily in a high performance computational cluster.

Data Grids provide a distributed environment for indexing and storing large scale scientific data for collaborative science. A general scenario is to use an intermediate storage area and then transfer files to a remote storage for post processing and long term archival. This leads to two major problems. First, there is need to handle data-flow with some external tools; second, client is limited by the storage capacity of the intermediate staging area.

To provide transparent and efficient direct access for scientific applications (write once, read many):
- make client tools accessing remote data storage more intelligent
- upload data transparently while preserving the performance and efficiency

Instead of sending I/O request directly to the remote data resource, we plan to use an intermediate gateway service to aggregate and cache I/O operations. This will provide an asynchronous mechanism and also make I/O accesses efficient since we will not be dealing with high latency for many small data chunks sent for I/O calls. Those clients communicate and forward I/O request to the gateway service.

Gateway act as a staging area, but transparent to users. It does caching and aggregation of I/O requests. We sent data in large chunks and minimize number of calls sent to the remote data repository.

**PetaShare: A Distributed Data Storage system that span multiple institutions across Louisiana.** PetaShare provides a unified namespace using iRODS services and lightweight client tools for efficient and transparent access.

**PetaShare client tools:**
- **Petashell**, based on Parrot, provides an interactive shell interface by capturing I/O calls and matching them to corresponding remote I/O operations.
- **Petafs**, a FUSE client, allows users to access remote data repositories mounted as a local filesystem.
- **Pcommands**, specialized (Posix-like) command set to access PetaShare resources.

Advance buffer implementation in PetaShare clients:
We have optimized Petafs and Petashell clients by aggregating I/O requests to minimize the number of network messages. We have implemented prefetching for read operations, and caching for write operations such that we delay I/O operations and upload data in large size of chunks to eliminate the effect of high latency between the client and the data resource.
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